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Runtime:25 min2023 - present
Genres:Dramedy
Network:VRT MAX
De Studio’s is a Belgium dramedy series which aired on VRT MAX. The series premiered in 2023.
 
 De Studio's revolves around six friends who chase their dream: to conquer the world with their music and their voice. They are all looking for recognition that they do not get at home. Their first goal is to participate in a music battle and show what they are worth. At 'De Studio's' they find a place where they can rent a space, encourage each other, a place where they can escape their home situation. They can escape from the everyday world and express their frustrations. But it is also a place where their friendships are put to the test and temptations are resisted or not… How far will they go for their recognition in music? Will they cross their limits to reach the top? And do they blow up their friendship for this?
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Charlize
Clara Cleymans
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Ilyas
Ahmed Bouchama Sabar
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Metouka Vlasblom
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Bilal
Ilias Ennahachi
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Guy Sorrentini
Dominique Dauwe
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Mohamed Alem
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series De Studio’s.
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